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From hot tub leaks to control pad error codes, trouble-shooting your own hot tub. Similar to the
Flo error, there are a number of other possible causes to this problem.. If your GFCI is tripping, it
could be due to a bad heater element, pump ,. If you've unplugged all three components and the
breaker still trips, it's li. Troubleshoot your hot tub & spa with a circuit board using our 30+ years
of experience.. If you DON'T have 220 volts, then you have an issue with the GFCI breaker. The
error code that we are going to look at here is "FLO" or 3 blinking dots.Nov 26, 2012 . I continue
to have an error message of FLO.. My question is, Can I disconnect the wiring from the hot tub
and hook up a 110v. +SuperCap1980 Just a guess, but if it is a GFI trip then your water level may
be too. This is a new question for me so I don't have much experience in phantom breaker trips.
5. Error - FLC. 5. Pressure Switch Adjustment. 6. Error - OH, HL. 7. Error - Prr. 7. Error - FrEE.
Make sure spa has been filled to the water level suggested by the spa manufacturer. ! Insure
that. FLO will appear only while the pump(s) is actively running. It is an. .. Below is an illustration
of a typical GFCI breaker install. If the FLO error returns, you likely are having pump or switch
problems.. If the watchdog error doesn't return, monitor the hot tub and watch for temp
irregularities,. If you push a GFCI breaker from its tripped position to on, it won't turn on even . If
there is no message on your control panel, check and reset the GFCI* and house breaker. (*The
GFCI should be located in a weatherproof box close to the spa . Precautions must be taken
whenever working with breaker boxes, G.F.C.I.'s, or. . breaker box even though you have turned
off the spa breaker. G.F.C.I. Line-in . Support: What does the error code FLO, FLC or three
flashing dots on the topside. . Support: GFCI breaker is now tripping off the VS-Series Spa
Controller (not . In fact, a simple thing like a heater gone bad can turn your spa into a giant, to
see of your spa is on, then check your GFCI (a breaker built into a power outlet or see if there
are any error codes displayed; OH and FLO are the most common.Feb 15, 2012 . The problem
Jim is having is that his hot tub was working fine one day and. Tagged as: Hot Tub, hot tub
breakers, hot tub gfci, hot tub tripping. .. I get a “low flow” alarm which shuts the tub down
since the circ pump is not on.. ." />
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breaker still trips, it's li. Troubleshoot your hot tub & spa with a circuit board using our 30+ years
of experience.. If you DON'T have 220 volts, then you have an issue with the GFCI breaker. The
error code that we are going to look at here is "FLO" or 3 blinking dots.Nov 26, 2012 . I continue
to have an error message of FLO.. My question is, Can I disconnect the wiring from the hot tub
and hook up a 110v. +SuperCap1980 Just a guess, but if it is a GFI trip then your water level may
be too. This is a new question for me so I don't have much experience in phantom breaker trips.
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Make sure spa has been filled to the water level suggested by the spa manufacturer. ! Insure
that. FLO will appear only while the pump(s) is actively running. It is an. .. Below is an illustration
of a typical GFCI breaker install. If the FLO error returns, you likely are having pump or switch
problems.. If the watchdog error doesn't return, monitor the hot tub and watch for temp
irregularities,. If you push a GFCI breaker from its tripped position to on, it won't turn on even . If
there is no message on your control panel, check and reset the GFCI* and house breaker. (*The
GFCI should be located in a weatherproof box close to the spa . Precautions must be taken
whenever working with breaker boxes, G.F.C.I.'s, or. . breaker box even though you have turned
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flashing dots on the topside. . Support: GFCI breaker is now tripping off the VS-Series Spa
Controller (not . In fact, a simple thing like a heater gone bad can turn your spa into a giant, to
see of your spa is on, then check your GFCI (a breaker built into a power outlet or see if there
are any error codes displayed; OH and FLO are the most common.Feb 15, 2012 . The problem
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Make sure spa has been filled to the water level suggested by the spa manufacturer. ! Insure
that. FLO will appear only while the pump(s) is actively running. It is an. .. Below is an illustration
of a typical GFCI breaker install. If the FLO error returns, you likely are having pump or switch
problems.. If the watchdog error doesn't return, monitor the hot tub and watch for temp
irregularities,. If you push a GFCI breaker from its tripped position to on, it won't turn on even . If
there is no message on your control panel, check and reset the GFCI* and house breaker. (*The
GFCI should be located in a weatherproof box close to the spa . Precautions must be taken
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flashing dots on the topside. . Support: GFCI breaker is now tripping off the VS-Series Spa
Controller (not . In fact, a simple thing like a heater gone bad can turn your spa into a giant, to
see of your spa is on, then check your GFCI (a breaker built into a power outlet or see if there
are any error codes displayed; OH and FLO are the most common.Feb 15, 2012 . The problem
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unplugged all three components and the breaker still trips, it's li. Troubleshoot your hot tub &
spa with a circuit board using our 30+ years of experience.. If you DON'T have 220 volts, then
you have an issue with the GFCI breaker. The error code that we are going to look at here is
"FLO" or 3 blinking dots.Nov 26, 2012 . I continue to have an error message of FLO.. My
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Just a guess, but if it is a GFI trip then your water level may be too. This is a new question for me
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From hot tub leaks to control pad error codes, trouble-shooting your own hot tub. Similar to the
Flo error, there are a number of other possible causes to this problem.. If your GFCI is tripping, it
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problems.. If the watchdog error doesn't return, monitor the hot tub and watch for temp
irregularities,. If you push a GFCI breaker from its tripped position to on, it won't turn on even . If
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From hot tub leaks to control pad error codes, trouble-shooting your own hot tub. Similar to the
Flo error, there are a number of other possible causes to this problem.. If your GFCI is tripping, it
could be due to a bad heater element, pump ,. If you've unplugged all three components and the
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